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Overview

• Applying context and intention to 
Search UX

• Anticipatory Design in a search 
prototype

• Privacy and the Uncanny Valley
• User Testing
• Questions



In “Libraries Usage and Engagement”, Libraries 2016 - Pew Research Center
http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/09/09/library-usage-and-engagement/

Full report: http://www.pewinternet.org/files/2016/09/PI_2016.09.09_Libraries-2016_FINAL.pdf



Most prevalent activity = 
Searching library catalogues

In “Libraries Usage and Engagement”, Libraries 2016 - Pew Research Center
http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/09/09/library-usage-and-engagement/

Full report: http://www.pewinternet.org/files/2016/09/PI_2016.09.09_Libraries-2016_FINAL.pdf







Speech Act => Context + 
Intention

John Searle, Speech Acts: An Essay in the Philosophy of Language (1969)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_act





#libeyrianship



Interpretation



Search Act => Context + Intention



search query = 
literal aspect + inferred aspect



“yellowstone national park”
[search query]

 “yellowstone national park”
[literal aspect]

iPhone user, on MT highway 
[tacit, inferred aspect]



Cues from the “live” Query



Word Counts
Punctuation

Natural Language Questions



$cueWords = array( "about", "above", "across", "after", "afterwards", "again", 
"against", "all", "almost", "alone", "became", "because", "become", "becomes", 
"becoming", "been", "before", "beforehand", "behind", "being", "below", 
"beside", "besides", "between", "beyond", "by", "call", "can", "cannot", 
"cant", "could", "couldnt", "cry", "describe", "do", "either", "except", "few", 
"fill", "find", "found", "from", "front", "full", "further", "get", "give", 
"go", "had", "has", "hasnt", "have", "how", "however", "hundred", "if", "in", 
"indeed", "interest", "into", "is", "keep", "might", "mine", "more", 
"moreover", "most", "mostly", "move", "much", "must", "my", "myself", "name", 
"never", "nevertheless", "nor", "not", "nothing", "now", "nowhere", "of", 
"off", "often", "on", "once", "one", "only", "onto", "or", "other", "others", 
"otherwise", "our", "ours", "ourselves", "out", "over", "own", "part", "per", 
"perhaps", "please", "put", "rather", "see", "seem", "seemed", "seeming", 
"seems", "should", "show", "side", "since", "so", "some", "somehow", "someone", 
"something", "sometime", "sometimes", "somewhere", "still", "such", "system", 
"take", “temp”, “temperature”, "than", "that", "the", "their", "them", 
"themselves", "then", "thence", "there", "thereafter", "thereby", "therefore", 
"therein", "thereupon", "these", "they", "this", "those", "though", "three", 
"through", "throughout", "thru", "thus", "to", "together", "too", "top", 
"toward", "towards", "under", "until", "up", "upon", "us", "very", "time", 
"were", “weather”, "what", "whatever", "when", "whence", "whenever", "where", 
"whereafter", "whereas", "whereby", "wherein", "whereupon", "wherever", 
"whether", "which", "while", "whither", "who", "whoever", "whole", "whom", 
"whose", "why", "will", "with", "within", "without", "would", "yet", "you", 
"your", "yours", "yourself", "yourselves");



cueWords = ["about", "above", ... , "can", ...]
query = 'Can I get research help?';
if (in_array(strtolower($query), $cueWords)) {
    echo "Here are some people to talk to: ";
}

OR 

# python example
cueWords = ["about", "above", ... , "can", ...]
query = 'Can I get research help?'
query.lower()
if query in cueWords:
    print Here are some people to talk to: 



Cues from the Machine



HTTP Headers
+

Global Server Variables

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_HTTP_header_fields



a



Location from the Browser or 
Network Info





Javascript Variables from the 
Browser Load



https://amiunique.org/



Javascript functions:

window.navigator.plugins
window.navigator.platform

window.navigator.cookieEnabled
window.navigator.doNotTrack

new Date().getTimezoneOffset()
window.screen.height
window.screen.width

window.screen.colorDepth



Cues from Analytics Logs



arc.lib.montana.edu/digital-collections/search-log.txt



Use these cues to show different 
parts of search index and 

additional context



This is anticipatory design.

www.smashingmagazine.com/2015/09/anticipatory-design/



“The goal is not to help the user make a decision, but 
to create an ecosystem where a decision is never 
made—it happens automatically and without user 
input. The design goal becomes one where we 
eliminate as many steps as possible and find ways to 
use data, prior behaviors, and business logic to have 
things happen automatically, or as close to automatic 
as we can get.”

www.fastcodesign.com/3045039/the-next-big-thing-in-design-fewer-choices
www.smashingmagazine.com/2015/09/anticipatory-design/



Code
https://github.com/jasonclark/search-ux/



Technical Stack

Google Custom Search Engine
Javascript

PHP
Python

HTML + CSS



Prototype
https://www.lib.montana.edu/~jason/files/search-ux/



www.lib.montana.edu/~jason/files/search-ux/
github.com/jasonclark/search-ux



Small Result Set ( < 30 results)



Large Result Set ( > 30 results)



Suggestions Based on Natural Language Question



Suggestions Based on Result Set Size



Suggestions Based on Local Context - Time in Academic Calendar



Suggestions Based on Local Context - Weather



Data Sources



Tension of personalization and 
customization



www.lib.montana.edu/~jason/files/search-ux/



The “Uncanny Valley” of the 
Search Experience

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncanny_valley



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office_Assistant





“Optimization for first time use" 
problem

http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2008/04/-quot-clippy-quot-update-now-with-organizational-anthropology/8006/



There are Ghosts in the [Search] 
Machine.

What do we as a profession 
choose to do with them?



How can we know?



Privacy



https://www.lib.montana.edu/~jason/files/search-ux/privacy.html



Do people care about 
privacy?



Pew Research Center (2016)

“It depends.”

http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/01/14/privacy-and-information-sharing/



How do you test privacy 
attitudes?



User Testing 



Testing and Scripts 
https://github.com/jasonclark/search-ux/tree/master/meta/docs



Testing the Tool



Scenario Based Testing

Natural(ish) scenarios the users 
might face when using the 
website or tool



Your paper is due in 2 days and you need to 
get to the library early to get it done. How 
would you find out when the library opens? 
How would you make sure the library was 
near you? 

vs

What hours are the library open and where is 
the library located? 



Always test your test!



Privacy baseline



What did we ask?
1. Do you use services such as Google or Facebook?
2. How do you think personalization and customization in Google 

or Facebook happen?
3. Do you like that Facebook uses your information to improve 

your experience (ads, suggested pages or people, etc)?
4. Are you willing to allow for some of your personal information 

to be shared to allow for custom library services?
a. What kind of information are you comfortable sharing to 

this end? 
i. Personal demographics? 
ii. Your Location?
iii. Previous searches?



Results???



http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/01/14/privacy-and-information-sharing/



Questions?  

@jaclark
@weelibrarian

Slides available at https://www.lib.montana.edu/~jason/talks.php
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Further Reading
Anticipatory Design: Improving Search UX using Query Analysis & Machine Cues
JA Clark - Weave: Journal of Library User Experience, 2016 
http://dx.doi.org/10.3998/weave.12535642.0001.402

“Privacy and Information Sharing” - Pew Research Center
http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/01/14/privacy-and-information-sharing/

“The State of Privacy in post-Snowden America” - Pew Research Center 
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/09/21/the-state-of-privacy-in-americ
a/

http://dx.doi.org/10.3998/weave.12535642.0001.402
http://dx.doi.org/10.3998/weave.12535642.0001.402
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